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in feeling that
purposes of God will be accomplished, and he will be happy when

they are. Any questions? In the seminary we always look at the students and say,
Do you have any thoughts in your feeble minds? (Laughter) We don't do that in
the institute, because you don't all have to come back!

Student: What prophecy as I see it

Mr. Taylor: That culture does.

Student: 4L

cjczxO -
to, 9C

Mr. Taylor: I wish I knew for certainty which was in view with regard to Egypt.
I feel with regard to other countries later on. the culture thing 446 more in view
that the territory. I wish I knew that for a certainty on Egypt. I think Ezeklel 29
is pretty much the culture, you know, where the princes will cease and there will be

nobody there. I think that is pretty much the culture that will cease, but now Isaiah -

like with Assyria -- whether it is culture and people -- just people, I am not sure.
I am prone to think that with Egypt it is not specific.

Student:

Mr. Taylor: Right

Student: aA*

Mr. Taylor: I don't think it is impossible to see them in league again some day.
I am not an authority on the Near East, and I don't know what their problems are,
but I don't think it is impossible to think of them as being united again. I don't think
it is going to happen quickly. I think if something would happen that would stir Saudi

Arabia in particular.... As I see it, Saudi Arabia is a country that i stumbling
block to a real Arab alliance. I think that if something would happen to make
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